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Humans show intelligence with the gift of language. Humans also show stupidity with the gift of language.

Design features of language show  
the complexity of the human mind. 

Main ! Point 
With the design features of language, we have power, power 
that separates us from animals. With language, we produce 
infinite communication. We travel through time and imaginary 
worlds. We put ideas inside ideas in the minds of others. We 
put ideas inside ideas — inside ideas — and inside more ideas. 
We can create arts, sciences, and cultures. 

Background — Linguistics is descriptive.  
Linguistics is not prescriptive.

言語学は記述的であり、規範的ではない。

What is Linguistics?

• Like a biologist describes nature, linguists describe language. 

• We don’t prescribe it. 

• There are natural rules for language. 

• There are human rules for language.  

• Latin rules have been used on English.  

• We judged English based on Latin rules. 

Descriptive — 記述的
• African American English.  

• *She don’t believe nothing I 
tell her. 

• “She doesn’t believe anything I 
tell her” is standard. 

• But the AAE version follows 
rules. 

English Words Japanese Rules

•プロレス pro(fessional) wrest(ling) 

•コスプレ cos(tume) play 

•パソコン perso(nal) com(puter) 

•セクハラ sex(ual) hara(ssment) 

•リモコン remo(te) con(trol)

Are these correct?

•おは！ 

•はらへった。 

•はらつえ？ 

•あけおめーことよろ！ 

•むずい

Descriptive — 記述的

• We use a universal framework.  

• Don’t judge language A by the rules of language B.  

• Latin rules in English. Don’t say “to boldly go.”  

• Rule: Don’t separate “To go” into 2 two. Don’t split infinitives.  

• Don’t say “to boldly go.” Say: “to go boldly.” 

to boldly go where no one has gone before

Descriptive — 記述的

• In general, linguistics describes language. 

• We look at the grammars of language and describe them.  

Arbitrariness — 恣意性

• How do you say "dog" in 
Japanese, Spanish, Swahili? 

• Dog, 犬, perro, mbwa 

• Arbitrariness.  We link words and 
their referents arbitrarily.  
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What's in a name? 
That which we call a rose 

By any other word 
would smell as sweet.

Arbitrariness

• What sound does a door make 
when you shut it HARD? 

• Languages show SOME 
onomatopoeia: 

• Woof, bow-wow, quack, splash 

• In general signs are arbitrary. 

Dog, 犬, perro, mbwa



These signs are arbitrary. 

Duality

• We make words from sounds: G-E-T-F-A-D 

• How many real words does this produce? GUESS.  

• ad, ae, aft, ag, age, aged, at, ate, da, dae, daft, dag, date, de, deaf, 
def, defat, deft, deg, ea, eat, ed, ef, eft, egad, et, eta, fa, fad, fade, 
fadge, fae, fag, fat, fate, fated, fe, feat, fed, feg, fet, feta, gad, gade, 
gae, gaed, gat, gate, gated, geat, ged, get, geta, ta, tad, tae, taed, 
tag, te, tea, tead, ted, tef, teg. That’s 64 words from 6 letters. 

Duality — 二重性 

• SOUNDS with no meaning JOIN and MAKE meaningful WORDS. 

• What do these 3 sounds give us: [æ] [k] [t]??? GUESS.  

• We get act, cat, tack.  

• We actually get: at, ka, ta, act, cat, cata, tack, kata, kaka , ta-ta, 
ack-ack.

Duality — 二重性 

• How many words do native speakers of English know? GUESS.  

• Native speakers know 20,000 or more English words.  

• But there are over 1,000, 000 English words.  

• With Duality, we create and use HUGE symbolic vocabulary. 

Displacement - 転位
• Animals communicate about the 

here and now.  

• But humans can talk about the 
past, future. . .  

• the unreal, and the 
hypothetical.  

• If I had a time machine. . . TIME TRAVEL

Viktor Frankl

• “Live as if you were living 
already for the second time and 
as if you had acted the first time 
as wrongly as you are about to 
act now!”

Displacement - 転位
• A guy walks into a psychiatrist’s office 

and says, “I need to see the doctor. I 
think I’m invisible.”  

• The receptionist says, “Wait one 
minute please.” She goes to the doctor 
and says, “There’s a guy out there in 
the waiting room who thinks he’s 
invisible. What should I tell him?” 

• And the doctor says, “Tell him I can’t 
see him.” 

Displacement - 転位

• Using symbols in words and grammar, 

• we tell jokes about the unreal, the past, or the future.  

• We do this by displacing…  

• using symbols to represent the ideas or events in the joke. 

Patterning and Structure

• Patterning. 

• The rules of a language control the patterns of sound and word 
combination.  

• Sounds: bats *abts 

• Phrases: The teacher laughed loudly.   

• *The loudly laughed teacher. 

Patterning and Structure
さる が バナナ を 食べた。

先生 が バナナ を 食べた。

先生 が さる を 食べた。

さる が 先生 を 食べた。

食べた。 を が さる 先生＊

S P O P V

Structure Dependence

• Structure Dependence. 

• Human language has an integrated structure.  

Structure Dependence

S V O

He found them.

The tall old man who lived 
in a shoe found letters that were written by Martians 

in a bookstore in New York city.

Creativity and Culture Creativity and Culture

• Creativity 

• Language: unlimited number of novel utterances.  

Creativity and Culture

• Animal communication is limited.  

• Humans can always say more, always say something new. 

• Words + Word Rules + Syntax Rules = Unlimited Novelty



Creativity and Culture

• Neurons in your brain: 100,000,000,000 (1011) 

• Stars in ALL galaxies:  

• 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 (1021) 

• Possible Sentences? 

• 10570 10∞?

Creativity and Culture

• Culture and learning.   

• We learn languages through culture not DNA. 

• There is a genetic element.  

• We call it universal grammar. 

• But culture teaches us language.

Culture and learning.  

• Culture and learning.   

• Feral Children (野生児） 

• 1211, Frederick II.  German Emperor.  He tried to find “the 
language of God.”  He raised children in isolation-- 

• No language; children died young.  

Culture & learning

• Culture & learning.   

• Feral Children 野生児 

• Genie 

• Locked up. No communication.  

• Started learning at 13. 

• Language is limited. 

Culture & learning
• Born in 1957, At age 13, (1970), 

• she knew 20 words. 

• stopit, nomore, no 

• By 1975, she had no full 
grammar. 

• We need the society and 
culture of others to learn 
language.

I love the smell of freshly baked bread! More Design Features

• Discreteness　 離散性ーりさん せい 

• Speech is like a river.  But we can break it up into bits.  

• Stimulus freedom 

• Talk about anything-even when the stimulus is not present. 

Recursion
• Recursion (反復／はんぷく) 

• Conjoining (連接／れんせ
つ) 

• Embedding (埋め込み／う
めこみ ).   

• A sentence in a sentence in a 
sentence in a sentence...

Recursion

• Recursion (反復／はんぷく) 

• This is the cat. The cat ate the rat.  The rat ate the cheese. The 
cheese lay in the house.  Jack built the house. 

• This is the cat that ate the rat that ate the cheese that lay in the 
house that Jack built. 

Design Features Show… 

• the complexity of human language. 

• differences between animal and human communication. 

• How communication would be severely limited without them.  

• How we create knowledge, culture, and art. 


